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M A G A Z I N E

Table-top conference system for discussion applications

Design and digital
audio quality fused
in D-Cerno
The newest addition to Televic
Conference’s range of solutions for
the audio conferencing market.
In many ways D-Cerno is unique as it
is the first entry-level discussion system
that is based on digital technology.
It contains the experience and
technologies of Televic’s higher-positioned
flagship products.
Apart from its excellent audio quality, the
D-Cerno system offers a stylish look that integrates
with any environment. The combination of
technological excellence and stylish design is quite
unique and comes as a relief to those on a tight
budget who don’t want to compromise on any of
these two areas.

Easy set-up

D-Cerno offers meeting organisers and participants
a system that sets-up in minutes, is intuitive to use,
offers superior audio quality and is pleasing to the
eye. The system works out-of-the-box; no
additional set-up is required. The control of the
system is easy and intuitive via its LCD screen and
icon-based menu on the central unit.
Cabling is in daisy-chain and with the automatic
port detection the installer does not have to worry
about IN or OUT, thus eliminating cabling errors.
When the daisy-chain is closed creating a loop
cabling, a patent-pending technique becomes active
Patent-pending
redundancy
technology avoids
interruptions due
to cable or unit
failure.

D-Cerno delegate stations and
central unit: A matching design.

which offers redundancy and guarantees that the
system will continue to work even if a cable is
broken. In line with D-Cerno’s focus on design and
visual appearance, the cable connections have been
hidden in the base of the unit.
The prolonged use by many different people can
be a cause of concern from a hygiene point of view.
D-Cerno has therefore been equipped with touch
sensor technology, eliminating the use of traditional
buttons and thus the gaps around them where dirt
and bacteria can accumulate. The result is a
perfectly smooth touch surface that can easily be
wiped and disinfected before each meeting. As a
bonus this technology shows no wear over time and
does not produce annoying clicking sounds when
switching on or off the microphone.
It is also important to note that
the D-Cerno delegate and chairman
units use a microphone that is
shielded from interference from
mobile phones. Here Televic
borrowed the shielding technology
from its top level products, a
shielding technology claimed by
many Televic users to be the best in
the industry.
The central unit perfectly
matches the delegate units in design
and can therefore be placed on the
meeting table without being
obtrusive. It has no fans inside so it
is absolutely quiet, even after years
of intensive use. So it can be placed
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close to the chairman or secretary without any
concern.
For those who are looking for a more elaborate
solution, the D-Cerno CU-R is worth looking at as it
offers on-board recording. The recording of the
meeting takes place on memory sticks via the USB
ports located on the front of the unit. To avoid any
loss of recorded audio two ports have been
provided: When one USB memory is full, the unit
switches over to the second one and the first can be
safely removed.
D-Cerno is ideal for use in smaller gatherings,
such as corporate board meetings or town council
meetings. As it sets up really fast and easily, with
few technical skills required, congress centres and
hotels will also find D-Cerno perfect to equip their
meeting rooms. n
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